SECTION CB-CB  
SCALE 2 : 1

- Drill and tap thru for a 4-40 thread typ (2) plcs. 
- Stil approx. 0.015" by wire EDM, slitting saw or best shop practice. 
- Stil extends 0.60" away from bottom. 
- Typ (2) places. Near side shown. 
- Far side equal and opposite

SECTION CC-CC  
SCALE 2 : 1

- C'Bore and drill thru for 4-40 SNC3 Typ (2) PLCS.

SECTION CA-CA  
SCALE 2 : 1

- Slit approx. 0.015" by wire EDM, slitting saw or best shop practice. 
- Slit extends 0.60" away from bottom. 
- Typ (2) places. Near side shown. 
- Far side equal and opposite

SECTION CADF-CADF  
SCALE 2 : 1

- .600 typ of (2) slit details (see detail CADD)